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Abstract: Over the last decade the research of end-to-end behavior on computer network has grown by orders but it has few researching in hop-by-hop behavior. We think if we know hop-by-hop behavior it can make better understanding in network behavior. This paper represent ICMP time stamp request and time stamp reply as tool of network study for learning in hop-by-hop behavior to estimate link bandwidth and link structure. We describe our idea, experiment tools, experiment environment, result and analysis, and our discussion in our observative.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Over the last couple of years we have been experimenting with design and implementation of flow control techniques at the transport layer [1, 3]. Throughout this work, like most researchers in the field, we assumed that the primary cause for losses is congestion in the network, primary cause for variability in round-trip time is cross traffic, and that the servers are work conserving [7, 9]. Our experience with Internet [2,11] indicates that several of these assumptions may not hold.

Many studies of the network behavior have appeared in the literature in recent years. Heimlich [6] has studied traffic on NSFNET, and has reported that the traffic can be characterized using a packet train model. Caceres et al [5] have done trace analysis of TCP/IP wide-area internetwork traffic. They have characterized conversations by number of bytes, duration, number of packets, etc. Paxson [10] has reported aggregate characteristics of TCP conversations for a month, and studied distributions of amount of data transferred, network bandwidth used, conversation lifetimes etc. Cabrera et al [4] have studied performance achieved by user processes in Ethernet based environments. Mills [8] has studied roundtrip transit delays over Internet as a function of packet length, and the effectiveness of TCP retransmission-timeout algorithm. Zhang et al [12] have used simulation to study network dynamics. D. Sanghi et al [13] describe a simple experiment designed to capture end-to-end behavior of the Internet. Bolot [14] analyze the end-to-end packet delay and loss behavior in the Internet with Sanghi’s Tool [13]. He can detect some network problem in his experimental. Leland et al [15] underlying mathematical and statistical properties of self-similarity and their relationship with actual network behavior. Kevin Lain et al [16] describe a deterministic model of packet delay to measuring link bandwidth.

In order to better understand the characteristics of network paths we conducted a series of estimates link structure and link bandwidth. In this report, we present the results of some of these estimations. The results presented in this report agree with Self-Similar of Ethernet traffic and we founded link bandwidth of multiple-link is serve with one physical link (port) bandwidth.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe our idea and method of estimating. In Section 3, we describe experimental setup and series of experiments. InSection 4, we outline result of experimental and analysis. In Section 5, we talking about observation and discussion in result and analyze. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. METHOD OF ESTIMATING
We use specific series of controlled packets to estimating. First we should describe our notations.

\[ LB = \text{Link Bandwidth} \]
\[ T_R = \text{Receive time of packet} \]
\[ T_D = \text{Delay time} \]
\[ T_{D(A,B)} = \text{Delay time between node A and node B} \]

Looking to Figure1 (A) is idea of packet series to estimate link bandwidth. We send 2 packets of smallest size too close together to target link. We assume there are cross network together and link bandwidth can estimate by equation \( LB = \text{Packet Size} / \text{minimum } T_D \) with \( T_D = T_{R2} - T_{R1} \). If the TestPC dose not on target link, can estimate link bandwidth by \( LB = \text{Packet Size} / (\text{minimum } T_{D(A,B)} - \text{minimum } T_{D(A,B)}) \). With this idea we do not have problem about timing between nodes, so do not need time synchronization between nodes.

Looking to Figure1 (B) is idea of packet series to detect link structure is it multiple-link or not. We send 1 packet of biggest size and 2 packets of smallest size too close together to target link. We assume there are cross network together and link structure can estimate by receive time. If receive time of small packet size is less than big packet size \( T_{R2} < T_{R1} \) that shown 2 packets are transmit via difference port (server), we can assume target link is multiple-link. Else target link is normal link.

Looking to Figure1 (C) is idea of packet series to estimate number of port in multiple-link. After detected target link was multiple-link we will do this step. We send series of packet same idea of estimating link structure. We will increase packet of biggest size one by one until receive time of small packet is more than big packet. We can estimate number of port in multiple-link with number of big packet. We just make sure every packet in series was sending in effective time. The effective time can calculate with equation \( \text{Effective Time} = \text{Biggest Packet Size} / \text{Link Bandwidth} \).

This section we show our idea and method of estimating link bandwidth, link structure, and number of port in multiple-link.
3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

This section we describe our study tools, hardware, and software, experimental environment configuration, and series of experiments.

3.1 Experiment tools

Our tool to study link behavior is ICMP time stamp request and ICMP time stamp reply [17] with out requiring any modification to the kernel implementation of network node because of they are following standard of Internet protocol suite [18 – 20]. ICMP time stamp request and reply packet format is shown in Figure 2. The Originate Timestamp is the time the sender last touched the message before sending it, the Receive Timestamp is the time the echoer first touched it on receipt, and the Transmit Timestamp is the time the echoer last touched the message on sending it. The data received (a timestamp) in the message is returned in the reply together with an additional timestamp. The timestamp is 32 bits of milliseconds since midnight UT.

Experiment hardware, we use Dell® OPTIPLEX GX270 series to be TestPC. TestPC specification is Intel® Pentium 4 2.8 GHz with Hyper Threading central processing, 1024 MB of RAM, 80 GB of harddisk, and Intel® PRO/1000MT 10/100/1000 Mbps full duplex on board NIC; TestPC operate with Microsoft Windows® XP Service Pack 2. We use 2 of Cisco® Catalyst 3550 Multilayer Switch every port are full duplex operate with Cisco® IOS release 12.2(25)SEB. It can make layer 3 multiple-ling with Link Aggregation Control Protocol [22] maximum 8 ports of same bandwidth (1 – 100000 kilobits). Their name is “Router1” and “Router2”.

Experiment software, we use software hping version 2 [21] to generate prove packet; software hping can control packet interval-time, packet type, and packet size. The hping need Windows Packet Capture library and we use WinPCap version3.0 [25]. We use software CommView version 5.0 [24] to capture traffic in network; it can detect time of packet behavior in microsecond (10^-6 second) scale.

3.2 Experiment environment

Experiment environment is shown in Figure3. Both of network nodes, we configure every port in multiple-link at interface FastEthernet0/13 - FastEthernet0/20 to be running with 10 kilobits bandwidth. Set bandwidth between Router1 and TestPC via interface FastEthernet0/23 with 100,000 kilobits. On TestPC, we run test mechanism for each experiment and monitor result. After we make sure in our idea, we will add Packet Generator module to simulate network traffic and measurement performance of our mechanism and algorithm in any case of traffic load. All experiments are repeating at least 100 times and use average value to present in this paper.

3.3 Experiment#1 Estimating Link Bandwidth

Objective is to estimate link bandwidth and learning in link bandwidth behavior of multiple-link. We use ICMP timestamp request with 60 bytes packet size send set of packets 100 times and find minimum delay. First we find minimum delay between TestPC and Router1. Second we plug UTP cable only 1 port in multiple-link and estimate link bandwidth with algorithm in Section 2. We inrease port in multiple-link via plug UTP cable and estimate link bandwidth each number of ports in multiple-link.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>ICMP header checksum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Identifier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sequence number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Originate timestamp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Receive timestamp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Transmit timestamp</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2: ICMP type 13 and 14 packet format.
3.4 Experiment#2 Detecting Multiple-Link

Objective is to detect multiple-link. We use the minimum size of Ethernet prove packet is 60 bytes and the maximum size of Ethernet prove packet is 1,514 bytes. First packet is 1,514 bytes size; second packet and third packet are 60 bytes size. Every prove packet must have send in 1,514 bytes / Link Bandwidth. We experiment both of normal link and multiple-link.

In link bandwidth size 100000 kilobits need processing time to transmit 1 packet size 1514 byte at lease

\[
\frac{1514 \times 8}{100000 \times 1024} = 0.00011828125 \text{ second.}
\]

In link bandwidth size 100000 kilobits need processing time to transmit 1 packet size 60 byte at lease

\[
\frac{60 \times 8}{100000 \times 1024} = 0.0000046875 \text{ second.}
\]

In link bandwidth size 10 kilobits need processing time to transmit 1 packet size 1514 byte at lease

\[
\frac{1514 \times 8}{10 \times 1024} = 1.1828125 \text{ second.}
\]

In link bandwidth size 10 kilobits need processing time to transmit 1 packet size 60 byte at lease

\[
\frac{60 \times 8}{10 \times 1024} = 0.046875 \text{ second.}
\]

To detect link structure we send 1 packet size 1514 bytes and 2 packets size 60 byte from TestPC to Router2 to detect link structure between Router1 and Router2. Their will already at Router1 in \(0.000118228125 + (0.0000046875 \times 2) = 127.603125\) microsecond and increase time length by multiple with 2 is 255.20625 microsecond. This calculate time is less than 1 packet size 1514 bytes transmit in link bandwidth size 10 kilobits (1.1828125 second)

3.5 Experiment#3 Estimating Number of Ports in Multiple-Link

Objective is to estimate number of active ports in multiple-link. We use the minimum size of Ethernet prove packet is 60 bytes and the maximum size of Ethernet prove packet is 1,514 bytes. We start with one big packet and fallow with 2 small packet. We increase number of big packet with 1 until receive time of small packet is more than last big packet. Every prove packet must have send in 1514 bytes / Link Bandwidth.

By our experimental environment, \(N\) is maximum number of packet size 1514 to estimate number of port is not more than 5002 packet, can calculate by equation

\[
N < \frac{1.1828125 - (2 \times 0.0000046875)}{0.000118228125} \]

But with out hardware can make maximum 8 ports for multiple-link.

3.6 Experiment#4 Network Load Factor Effect to Result.

Objective is to measure mechanism performance when have load in network. We use packet generator to generate packet size 1514 bytes with difference sending rate into network and use our algorithm to estimate link bandwidth and link structure, measuring result and comparing.

4. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

This section we shown result of our experimental. After we do experiment we have found timestamp value from ICMP mechanism is not good enough to study Ethernet behavior because of Ethereum process in microsecond time scale but ICMP timestamp value is millisecond time scale. We use time value that measure with software CommView, we process in same idea and mechanism by use back turn receive time.

In Figure 4, shown link bandwidth estimation value between Router1 and Router2 that hardware specification is 1 kilobits of bandwidth. We experiment 1 – 8 ports of multiple-link and its result are same. Then we push traffic in to network to make network load from 1% to 50% network load and experimenting. The X-axis is percentage of network load. The Y-axis is bandwidth in unit of kilobits. The estimation value is 8 kilobits.

Figure 4. Link bandwidth estimation result

In Figure 5, shown result of link structure detecting of normal link between TestPC and Router1. In 100 times of experimental, we can detect link structure with 100 percent of correct answer. Result values “1” is multiple-link and value “0” is normal link.

Figure 5. Link structure detection result of normal link

In Figure 6, shown result of link structure detecting of multiple-link between Router1 and Router2. In 100 times of experimental, we can detect link structure with 100 percent of correct answer. Result values “1” is multiple-link and value “0” is normal link.

Figure 6. Link structure detection result of multiple-link
In Figure 7, shown result of number of ports in multiple-link estimation. The X-axis is number of ports estimation result. The Y-axis is network load generate by packet generator. We show the average estimating result from 100 times experimental for each number of ports in multiple-link and each network load.

5. OBSERVATIONS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we present some preliminary observations based on the results of our experiments. Clearly, these are initial observations and the discussion reflects our current thinking.

5.1 Observation

1. Traffic’s behavior of Ethernet network is Self-Similar.
2. Minimum of sending gap is function of packet size and link speed.
3. Timing and time synchronization between network node is an important problem for studying of network behavior.
4. ICMP timestamp values in millisecond time scale are out of date because of present network link, network node and network edge are process in microsecond time scale.
5. Estimation of link bandwidth is not fit to real physical link property that means more than transmission delay in measurements delay.

5.2 Discussion

1. The computer that use to running experimental process is should be very high performance.
2. Prove packet generator need ability to control sending interval time in microsecond time scale.
3. Error of estimating link bandwidth is effect from error of delay measurement.

6. CONCLUSION

This paper present a network studying in case of multiple-link by represented idea and design of algorithm to estimating link bandwidth, detecting multiple-link, and estimating number of ports in multiple-link. Our experimental and result was process and monitoring on a setting up network environment with only 3 network nodes are TestPC, Routerr1, and Router2 but we was found some thing for our work.

Our future work is to apply and modified our algorithm to be done for real network.
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